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One Fine Day 
 
 
Logline 
 
 
Ex players of the Nagasaki Opera right the wrongs of Madame Butterfly 
 
 
 
 
An opera in three acts 
 
 Words are sung in English or Italian, but no importance should be given to the 
actual content; dialogue is spoken 
 
 Scenery is moved about during the instrumental pieces; the scene setters being in 
appropriate costume 
 
 The presentation is never constant; each days performance may differ slightly 
from the previous one 
 
 It is intended that guest performers would be invited to sing or play one number 
part way through the proceedings and this would be woven into the plot 
 
 A back projection screen is used to enhance parts of the story with film and the 
source of the music is  displayed briefly on the screen 
 
 
Characters: 
 
 Sun Lin – Japanese, principal soprano with the Nagasaki Opera 
 Benjamin Figaro – American, visiting principal tenor and lover of Sun Lin 
 Ben Sun – their four year old son 
 Pablo – Italian tenor with the company and friend of Sun Lin 
 Picasso – Pablo’s twin, also a tenor in the company 
 Bates – The ship’s entertainment manager – a comedian 
 Maria – Picasso’s wife 
 Mimi – Benjamin’s leading lady in San Francisco 
 Juliano – Benjamin’s stand-in at the San Francisco Opera 

 
 
This tale is set vaguely in the earlier part of the twentieth century though one part of 
the story would suggest 1912. 
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Synopsis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Act 1 – Japan 
 
It the early part of the 20th Century Sun Lin and her lover Benjamin are singers at the 
Nagasaki Opera. War looms between Russia and Japan and Benjamin must return to 
the USA. Sun Lin cannot travel with him so Benjamin takes their young son back to 
America with him whilst Sun Lin deals with the death of her father. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Act 2 - The Journey to the USA 
 
Sailing the wrong way round the world because of the tension across the Pacific, Sun 
Lin, with two colleagues, enlists aboard a cruise ship returning to England. They 
perform as the ship’s entertainment in return for free passage. Sun Lin and Pablo 
tranship in England, leaving Picasso behind with his wife, and set sail for America. In 
San Francisco, Benjamin thinks that they have perished aboard the Titanic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Act 3 - The USA 
 
Sun Lin and Pablo are confined at Ellis Island; they are eventually released. Sun Lin 
leaves Pablo in New York and travels to San Francisco to find Benjamin where she 
thinks he is now involved with his new leading lady. It is a misunderstanding and they 
are reunited when it is resolved; they marry and our story ends happily. 
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Overture 
 

The Marriage of Figaro 
 
Bates appears on stage; he makes fun of those who have come (to the opera) for the 
plot. 
 
 “How many of us have been frustrated at the outcome in Madame Butterfly? Well 
tonight we set out to put things right but don’t expect the plot to make sense. Just 
suspend disbelief and enjoy the music”  
 
 
 

ACT 1 - JAPAN 
 
 
Act 1, Scene 1 – The Opera House in a Japanese Naval Port 
The Company have been performing Madame Butterfly and it is the last night’s 
performance. Sun Lin has been a stunning Butterfly and her real life lover, Benjamin 
has played Lt Pinkerton. 
 

Love Duet from Madame Butterfly 
 
They reach the end of the duet and she faints as the curtain falls. Benjamin carries her 
to the dressing room and the understudies take over. When she recovers she tells him 
that she is being persecuted by her employers and has received death threats from a 
right wing section of the public because of her relationship with him. War looms 
between Russia and Japan and may spread across the Pacific. The United States may 
side with Russia and as he is the child of an American she fears for their son. 
 
Benjamin begs her to come back with him to the United States but she will not leave 
her father who is dying from cancer. She agrees that Benjamin should take their son 
with him on his return and she will follow when she can. 
 
 
Act 1, Scene 2 – The Docks and Beach outside the Port 
The morning after, they gather at the docks for the ship to leave with Benjamin and 
Ben Sun. They say their goodbyes and she is very emotional at being separated. The 
ship sails and she walks along the dock watching as it disappears over the horizon. 
Full of emotion, she sings her aria from Madame Butterfly: 
 

One Fine Day 
 
Then despondently she wanders along the beach and meets Pablo and Picasso, the 
twins from the company. They see how sad she is and she tells them what has 
happened. They find an old fishing boat, strip off their shirts and pretend to be pearl 
divers – they sing to lift her spirits: 
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Au Fond du Temple Saint 
 
Her spirits are lifted and she vows to follow Benjamin to America as soon as she can. 
Pablo and Picasso also wish to leave and offer to escort her. 
 
Act 1, Scene 3 – The bedroom of her sick father’s house 
Sun Lin goes to nurse her father and talks with him. He is a government official and 
he tells her that war is imminent. He confesses that he has made an unforgivable error 
by condemning the warmongers; now he has cancer and is dying. As Sun Lin prepares 
food for him he takes poison and kills himself. She returns to the room to find him 
dying on the bed. She sings to him as he dies in her arms. 
 

O Mio Babbino Caro 
 
Short intermission. 
 

The Intermezzo from Cavaleria Rusticana 
 
 

ACT 2 – THE JOURNEY 
 
 
Act 2, Scene 1 – Shipping Offices at the Docks 
A week passes, she has buried her father and she is now trying to book a passage for 
herself and the twins but all sailings across the Pacific have been suspended because 
of the international tension. As they approach each of the booking kiosks in turn, the 
shutters are brought down before them and a notice displayed -  ‘All sailings 
cancelled until further notice’. 
 
The last kiosk is for a British cruise line and the man is just closing up. He is very 
apologetic but he has no berths. He walks away and as he retreats Sun Lin sits down 
on a bench beside the dock. Pablo takes hold of Sun Lin’s hand to console her and 
sings to her. 
 

La ci darem la mano 
 
She joins in to make it a duet as the booking clerk stops to listen. 
 
At the end he approaches them and asks why they sing so well. Pablo explains that 
they have left the opera and are seeking passage to America. The clerk [Bates] 
explains that he is the ship’s entertainment manager; that his Malaysian singers with 
the band have just eloped and he has no vocal entertainers. He invites the three of 
them to join the ship as employees and they accept – even though it is going in the 
opposite direction to the one they want.  
 
As he leaves them Bates questions what he has done and wonders what the passengers 
will make of three opera singers with the band. They quickly gather up Picasso and 
embark as part of the ship’s company. The ship sails. 
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Scheherezade 
 
 
Act 2, Scene 2 – Aboard the Cruise Ship 
Pablo, Picasso and Sun Lin perform as the Ship’s cabaret. They are introduced by 
Bates who is also the Master of Ceremonies and resident comedian. He apologises for 
the loss of the previous act and delivers their cue with some trepidation as he has no 
idea what they perform.  
 
The scenery changes to Marseilles and Pablo enters dressed as a sailor and starts to 
sing. 
 

La Donna e Mobile 
 
Sun Lin appears as a French prostitute and as he sings the refrain she stands nearby 
shaking her head. As he finishes his round she tells him that “La donna no es mobile” 
as she has a puncture in the tyre of her bicycle. From behind she produces a bicycle 
with a flat tyre. They sing together and she implores him with suggestive sign 
language to mend the cycle. This he does and together they sing the refrain. She rides 
off stage with Pablo on the handlebars. 
 
At the conclusion Picasso appears from the other side of the stage poling a gondola 
and the setting changes to Venice. He sings as he poles along. 
 

O Sole Mio 
 
Sun Lin approaches and accepts his offer of a ride in the gondola.  
 
They travel to the opposite end of the stage and come across a vendor (Pablo) who is 
on the bank of the canal, He is with his back to us - serving something to people on 
the landside but we cannot see what. Sun Lin indicates to Picasso that she wants to 
buy from the vendor; he stops without breaking from the rhythm of the song.  
 
As the vendor turns to serve them he reveals his trolley which has ‘Walls’ 
emblazoned on the side. At the exact right time he sings “Just one Cornetto” to fit in 
with Picasso’s song. 
 
At the conclusion the gondola disappears under the Bridge of Sighs and Sun Lin 
emerges almost instantaneously at the other side of the stage with Pablo as Darby and 
Joan. They sing a duet. 
 

When I Grow Too Old to Dream 
 
Bates then introduces the ‘resident’ pianist to play. 
 

Rhapsody on a theme by Paganini 
 
Sun Lin leaves the performance and goes to the radio shack to send a message to 
Benjamin in San Francisco:  
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HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTY GETTING PASSAGE STOP 
 
 ALL PACIFIC SAILINGS CANCELLED STOP 
 
SAIL FROM ENGLAND ON TITANIC  
 
OR ANOTHER IF WE CANNOT GET TICKETS STOP 
 
 
The operator does not notice that her message is on a folded sheet and only part of it 
is sent: 
 
HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTY GETTING PASSAGE STOP 
 
 ALL PACIFIC SAILINGS CANCELLED STOP 
 
SAIL FROM ENGLAND ON TITANIC … 
 
The ship sails on into the sunset as the music fades. 
 

Scheherezade 
 
As they approach England the music changes. 
 

Nimrod 
 
Act 2, Scene 4 - England 
 
The ship sails under Tower Bridge and into the Pool of London. They are met at the 
docks by Picasso’s wife, Maria, who greets Sun Lin as a long lost sister. She sings in 
the chorus at Covent Garden and takes them along to rehearsals. They sing with the 
chorus. 
 

Jerusalem 
 
Act 2, Scene 5 – The Docks at Liverpool 
 
Pablo and Sun Lin say their goodbyes to Picasso and Maria and the chorus who have 
come to say goodbye. They pass by the stern of a large ship called Titanic but their 
tickets are for a smaller ship, the Onedin Princess, docked alongside. Their friends 
stand on the quay and those on the ship throw tapes to join them to those on the dock. 
 
After the passengers, a troop of soldiers embark on the ship to a military band with a 
lone bugler. Picasso and the Chorus accompany the band. 
 

Abide with Me 
 
 
Act 2, Scene 6 – The Atlantic Crossing 
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The ship sails. 
 

Spartacus and Phrygia 
 
At the first climax the sails billow and the ship sails out into the Atlantic. It disappears 
over the horizon. We catch up, as in a helicopter, and it sails along languidly.  
 
The music becomes threatening and from behind appears a steam leviathan which 
threatens to run the small sailing ship down. The great ship ploughs past at great 
speed without acknowledging the smaller ship and disappears into the distance.  
 
We sail on for America and revert to our theme; as the music becomes more languid  
we start to plough through debris on the sea and pass a lifebelt with the words “White 
Star Line” and “Titanic” on it. 
 
 

Also Sprach Zarathustra  
 
As the music builds New York comes into view. We enter the Harbour passing the 
Statue of Liberty and have reached our destination. 
 
 

 
ACT 3 - AMERICA 

 
 
Act 3 Scene 1 Ellis Island 
 
The passengers disembark, cold and bedraggled; they stream pathetically down the 
gangway in driving snow; a bitter welcome to the new world. 
 

The New World Symphony 
 

 
It is night time and they queue in a cold dark hall on Ellis Island. Neither of our 
travellers are nationals and whilst Pablo is of Italian extraction, both have Japan as 
their origin. Sun Lin is treated as an undesirable from a belligerent nation. They have 
lost contact with Benjamin and are without friends. They are kept waiting for hours 
and have to queue endlessly whilst waiting to be seen. People are lying about 
everywhere as the queue moves slowly forward. Frustrated, Pablo sings. 
 

Nessun Dorma 
 
Eventually they are interviewed and are separated for further interrogation. They have 
no proof of their claims and Sun Lin is not married to Benjamin. The immigration 
officials are very hard and threaten to deport them as undesirables. 
 

Carmina Burana 
 
Pablo sings to Sun Lin. 
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Che gilida manina 

 
Act 3, Scene 3 – An office of the Immigration Service 
Sun Lin cannot contact Benjamin and does not know where he is. The immigration 
officers agree that Pablo can stay but they are not sure about Sun Lin. They want 
reassurance that she is not an agent sent from Japan to spy on America if the US joins 
in the Russo-Japanese war. They ask her to demonstrate her commitment to the 
country and she is locked in a small cell whilst they consider her fate. As dawn breaks 
she sees a flag through the cell window and after silently practicing the words starts to 
sing. The Immigration Officials open the cell door and she emerges singing. 
 

The Star Spangled Banner 
 
They are so impressed with the performance that they agree to admit her to the 
country and release her with Pablo. He asks Sun Lin if she will stay on in New York 
but she replies that she has to find her lover and child. She does not know that they 
think she has perished aboard the Titanic. She refuses to a short reprise of her aria. 
 

One Fine Day 
 
Act 3, Scene 4 – A train bound for the East Coast then the station in San 
Francisco 
Sun Lin arrives at Grand Central station and books a ticket for San Francisco. As she 
is doing this at the station, the other half of the stage is being laid out by a 
construction gang. She enters a carriage and is seen sitting at a window. As the music 
starts she emerges aboard a model train from the façade of the carriage and rides 
along the newly laid track. 
 

The Coronation Scot 
 
The small train circles the stage several times and the station is now changed to be the 
destination - San Francisco. She wonders what has happened during her separation 
from Benjamin and has come to look for him in his home town. Does he still want 
her? Then she sees a poster for the opera and recognises Benjamin as the lead singer 
in a production of Pagliacci. 
 
Act 3, Scene 5 – The Opera House in San Francisco 
 
Sun Lin goes to the Opera House where the company are rehearsing. Benjamin has 
been distraught since he lost touch with her, the Titanic has sunk and he does not 
know her fate. He is in good mood to play the tragic Pagliacci. As she enters the 
theatre he is rehearsing, in costume, with the orchestra. 
 

I Pagliacci 
 
She stays at the back, unseen. As the vocal finishes and the orchestra continue with 
the orchestral ending, Juliano, the stand-in takes Benjamin’s place on stage, unseen by 
Sun Lin. 
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Mimi, the leading lady comes onto the stage and talks with Juliano, who has his back 
to Sun Lin and is some distance away. She thinks it is Benjamin, as Juliano is in the 
same costume and they are of a similar build. When he puts his arms round Mimi, 
who is crying, Sun Lin thinks they must be lovers. She storms out, unseen without 
seeing the man (Juliano) turn so we can see that it is not Benjamin. 
 
Disconsolate, because she thinks that Benjamin has taken up with another in her 
absence, she leaves the theatre. But on her way out she sees the leading lady leave by 
the stage door and decides to follow her. 
  
Act 3, Scene 6 – A Church in the City 
Sun Lin follows the lady who is on her way back to her apartment – but on the way 
back she stops off at a Church. Sun Lin conceals herself behind a pillar and listens as 
the woman first prays then sings before the altar. 
 

Ave Maria 
 
As she finishes the aria, Sun Lin reveals herself and asks what her name is. She 
replies in song. 
 

Si, mi Chiamano Mimi 
 
Sun Lin waits and asks her what she is to Benjamin and why they were so close after 
the performance – are they lovers? Mimi explains that she was being consoled by her 
companion, – Juliano, the stand-in. She tells Sun Lin that Benjamin loves another who 
was trapped on the other side of the Pacific and is feared lost with the Titanic. They 
had lost contact with each other due to the hostilities. 
 
Juliano was consoling her on the loss of her mother who has died the day before in 
Boston. She is tired and needs to go to her funeral but she cannot be released by the 
company as her understudy is ill. Sun Lin consoles her, remembering her own recent 
loss. 
 
Sun Lin then proposes that she will take Mimi’s part in the next performance so that 
she can return East. Mimi asks if Sun Lin can perform the part – Sun Lin says she can 
- and whether she can sing with the leading tenor. Sun Lin confirms that she has sung 
with him before. They agree to a subterfuge – Sun Lin will impersonate Mimi and 
carry through the performance. 
 
Act 3, Scene 7 – The Opera House in San Francisco 
The opera starts; they are performing La Boheme and Benjamin starts the duet. 
 

O Soave Fanciulla 
 
As it comes time for the soprano to join the duet his leading lady does not appear on 
stage. On cue she starts to sing off-stage so that he cannot see her. He soon realises 
that his normal partner is not singing and at first assumes it is the understudy. As they 
reach the first crescendo, Sun Lin emerges and they complete the duet together on 
stage. Sun Lin is ecstatically received by the audience and in the applause their son 
appears from the wings to be reunited with her. 
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Grand March from Aida 

 
Pablo appears on-stage to be their best man and distributes carnations to everyone 
while the couple slip offstage to change. The chorus and cast come on stage for the 
grand finale dressed as wedding guests. The couple appear from the doorway of a 
church. 
 

Mendelsohn’s Wedding March 
 

There is confetti and streamers everywhere. The cast line up for the photographer 
[Bates] and take their bows to the audience as they are called for the photos. Once 
they are all on stage they take their bow. At the finale there is an enormous flash/bang 
from the camera, the stage goes dark and the curtain falls. 

 
The End 

 
 
Copyright PWS, May 2010 
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